General remarks

1. $^1$H NMR and $^{13}$C NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker avance II 400 MHz NMR spectrometer using TMS as an internal reference.

2. Mass spectra were recorded on GC-MS QP-2010 spectrometer.

3. IR spectra were recorded on Schimadzu FT-IR-8400 spectrometer.

4. Elemental analysis was carried out on Vario EL III Carlo Erba 1108.

5. Thin layer chromatography was performed on Silica Gel (Merck 60 F$_{254}$).

6. The chemicals used for the synthesis of compounds were purchased from Spectrochem, Merck, Thomas-baker and SD fine chemical.

7. Melting Points were taken in open capillary and are uncorrected.

8. All the structures are drawn according to ACS Document 1996 style.

9. X-ray single-crystal data was collected using Mo Kα radiation ($\lambda=0.7107\text{Å}$) radiation on a SMART APEX diffractometer equipped with CCD area detector

10. Data collection, data reduction and structure solution/refinement were carried out using the software package of SMART APEX.

11. All the references are formatted according to bmcl reference style using end note X5 software.